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were arrogant, `Indeed,
we
were
your
followers, so can you
avert from us a portion
of the Fire?`

so can

followers,

 
  
   
   

 
 
 

  






 
  





48. Those who were
arrogant
will
say,
`Indeed, we are all in it.
Indeed,
Allah
has
judged between His
slaves.`

And those in the
49.
Fire will say to the
keepers of Hell, `Call
your Lord to lighten the
punishment for us for a
day.`
50. They will say, `Did
there not come to you
your Messengers with
clear proofs?` They will
say, `Yes.` They will
say, `Then call, but the
call of the disbelievers
is only in error.`
Indeed, We will
51.
help Our Messengers
and those who believe
in the life of this world
and on the Day when
the
witnesses will
stand,

The Day their
52.
excuse will not benefit
the wrongdoers, and
they will have the
curse, and they will
have the worst home.

53. And certainly We
gave
Musa
the
guidance,
and We
caused the Children of
Israel to inherit the
Book,
A guide and a
54.
reminder for those of
understanding.
55. So be patient indeed;
the Promise of Allah is
true.
And
ask
forgiveness for your sin
and glorify



you

for you

Will say

47

certainly

Allah

Indeed,

in

of

those

a day

[we] were

the Fire?`

(are) in it.

And will say

for us

`Then call,

Indeed We,

the life

in

(The) Day

were arrogant,

of

a portion

all

`Indeed, we

(to) lighten

your Lord

They (will) say,

error.`

in

believe

and those who

`Call

(were) arrogant,

between

49

the punishment.`

with clear proofs?`

(of) the disbelievers

Our Messengers

We will surely help

and for them (is) the curse and for them their excuse, the wrongdoers

A guide

indeed,

and glorify

53

(is) the call

the witnesses, (when) will stand and (on the) Day (of) the world

51

the guidance

has judged

to (the) keepers

They (will) say,

except

avert

(of) Hell,

They (will) say,

`Yes.`

50

from us

(His) slaves.`

48

your Messengers come to you `Did there not

but not

`Indeed, we

  
 
   


 
  

  




  








 
  





 


 

those who

the Fire
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Musa

We gave

the Book,

So be patient;

for your sin

And certainly,

54

(of) understanding.

And ask forgiveness

home.

52

(the) Children of Israel

will benefit

not

(is the) worst

and We caused to inherit

for those

(is) true.

and a reminder

(the) Promise of Allah
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the praise of your Lord
in the evening and the
morning.
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Indeed,



and the morning.

55


  
  
 


 
 







 
 
 


 
 





  



 



56. Indeed, those who
dispute concerning the
Signs of Allah without
any authority having
come to them, there is
nothing in their breasts
but (the quest of)
greatness, which they
will never attain. So
seek refuge in Allah.
Indeed, He is the AllHearer, the All-Seer.
57. Surely, the creation
of the heavens and the
earth is greater than the
creation of mankind,
but most people do not
know.

58. And the blind and the
seeing are not equal,
nor those who believe
and do righteous deeds
and the evildoer. Little
is what you take heed.
Indeed, the Hour
59.
is coming, there is no
doubt about it, but most
people do not believe.

60. And your Lord said,
`Call upon Me; I will
respond
to
you.`
Indeed, those who are
too proud to worship
Me will enter Hell in
humiliation.
61. Allah is the One
Who made for you the
night that you may rest
therein and the Day
giving
visibility.
Indeed, Allah is Full of
Bounty to people, but
most people are not
grateful.

any authority

they

without

not

(of) Allah

greatness,

than

(is) greater

(do) not

and the seeing

(is) what

no

and the earth

(is) surely coming,

59

Indeed,

Hell

the night

Allah

(do) not

believe.

Indeed,

(of) the people

dispute

those who



not

(which) came to them,



most

`Call upon Me;

giving visibility.

most

and do

58

to

(is) the One Who

56

57




believe

know.

and those who
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(are too) proud

Allah

and the day

but




(of) the mankind, (the) creation

And not

(of) the people

worship Me

made

(the) praise

Surely, (the) creation

but

Indeed,

I will respond

will enter

for you

(of) the heavens

are equal

the Hour

to you.`

(is) in

and not righteous deeds

(do) not

(of) your Lord

 
 
 



 
 






 
 


 

their breasts

most

the blind

the evildoer.

in the evening




Indeed He, in Allah. So seek refuge (can) reach it.

He

(of) the people



(the) Signs concerning

but

the All-Seer. (is) the All-Hearer
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in it,

to
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doubt
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(in) humiliation.`

that you may rest

(is) Full (of) Bounty
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That is Allah your
62.
Lord, the Creator of all
things, there is no god
except Him. So how
are you deluded?
63. Thus were deluded
those
who
were
rejecting the Signs of
Allah.

Allah is the One
64.
Who made for you the
earth
a place of
settlement and the sky a
canopy and He formed
you, and perfected your
forms and provided you
of the good things. That
is Allah, your Lord.
Then blessed is Allah,
the Lord of the worlds.
65. He is the EverLiving; there is no god
except Him, so call
Him (being) sincere to
Him in religion. All
praise be to Allah, the
Lord of the worlds.
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(of) all

(the) Creator

rejecting.

(of) Allah,

a place of settlement

67. He is the One Who
created you from dust,
then from a spermdrop, then from a
clinging
substance;
then He brings you out
as a child; then lets you
reach maturity, then
lets you become old and among you there
are some who die
before -

(is) Allah,

(is) the Ever-Living;

Allah

submit

to

then

then

before -

He

to Him

created you

your maturity,

dies

but

He,

worship

lets you reach

then

66

god

and among you

(there is) no

All praise (be)

[I] have been forbidden

have come to me

(of) the worlds.

a sperm-drop,

then

(as) a child;

old -

63

Then blessed is

my Lord, from the clear proofs

He

Thus

and the sky

to Allah,

to

things,

and provided you

Allah,

(the) Lord

those whom

from

(is he) who

of

(the) Lord

so call Him,

(is) the One Who

a clinging substance,

a canopy

the good things.

(of) the worlds.

and I am commanded

Allah

(is) the One Who

(of) the worlds.

you call

(there is) no

were deluded

and He formed you

That

65

god

those who

made

give thanks.

61

except

Him.

for you

(being) sincere

besides

That

were -

64

Say,

when

So how

and perfected

your Lord.

(in) the religion.

(is) Allah

(the) Signs

the earth

your forms,

from

your Lord,

are you deluded?

62

`Indeed, I

66. Say, `Indeed, I have
been
forbidden to
worship those whom
you call besides Allah
when clear proofs have
come to me from my
Lord,
and
I am
commanded to submit
to the Lord of the
worlds.



from

to (the) Lord

then

dust,

He brings you out

lets you become
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and lets you reach a
specified term so that
you may use reason.


 

 





        

  
 

 
 

 
 



 




 

   
 

   
  


  
   

  
 

  




   


 

 
  
   

68. He is the One Who
gives life and causes
death. And when He
decrees a matter, then
He only says to it, `Be,`
and it is.
69. Do you not consider
those
who dispute
concerning the Signs of
Allah? How are they
turned away (from the
reality)?
70. Those who deny the
Book and that with
which We sent Our
Messengers; but soon
they will know.
71. When the iron collars
will be around their
necks and the chains;
they will be dragged,
72. In the boiling water;
then in the Fire they will
be burned.
73. Then it will be said
to them, `Where is that
which you used to
associate (with Him in
worship)

Other than Allah?`
74.
They will say, `They
have departed from us.
Nay! We did not call
upon anything before.`
Thus Allah lets go
astray the disbelievers.
(It will be said to
75.
them),
`That
was
because you used to
rejoice on the earth
without right and you
used
to
behave
insolently.
76. Enter the gates of Hell
to abide forever in it,
and wretched is the
abode of the arrogant.`
So be patient;
77.
indeed, the Promise of
Allah is true.
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use reason.

67

a matter,

[to]

And when

He decrees

you see

Do not

they are turned away?

with it

We sent

the iron collars

In

73

Not

How

Nay!

70

you used (to)

from us.

rejoice

75

(the) abode

(is) true.

to it,

they will know.

but soon

and the chains,

the Fire

(is) that which

`That was

and because

(to) abide forever

those who

it will be said

Other than

[we] (to) call

74

we used

the disbelievers.

without

(of) Hell

(of) Allah (the) Promise indeed, So be patient;

the boiling water;

Allah?`

right

76

69

(will be) around

to them,

They will say,

because

in it,

dispute

Our Messengers;

then

`Where

before

you used (to)

then only

Those who

in

He

He says

their necks

anything.`

you used (to)

and wretched is

`Be,`

deny

`They have departed

Thus

be insolent.

and lets you reach

the Book

they will be burned.

associate

a term

(of) Allah? (the) Signs concerning

and with what

Allah lets go astray

in

and it is.

they will be dragged,

72

specified,

and causes death. gives life (is) the One Who

68

When

71

Then

and that you may

the earth

(the) gates

Enter

(of) the arrogant.`
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And whether We show
you some of what We
have promised them or
We cause you to die,
then to Us they will be
returned.
78. And certainly We
have sent Messengers
before you. Among
them are some (whose
narration) We have
related to you, and
among them are some
(whose narration) We
have not related to you.
And it was not for any
Messenger to bring a
Sign except by the
permission of Allah. So
when the Command of
Allah comes, it will be
decided in truth, and
the falsifiers will lose.
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And certainly



We have related



And not




some

(are) some






Allah is the One
79.
Who made for you the
cattle, that you may
ride some of them and
some of them you eat.
80. And for you in them
are benefits that you
may attain through
them any need that is in
your breasts; and upon
them and upon ships
you are carried.
And He shows
81.
you His Signs. Then
which of the Signs of
Allah will you deny?

82. Do they not travel
through the land and
see how was the end of
those who were before
them? They were more
numerous than them
and mightier in strength
and impression on the
land but what they
earned did not avail
them.

except

a Sign

in truth,

it will be decided

(of) Allah,

made

(is) the One Who

Allah

you eat.

through them

the ships

the land

They were

Then which

through

and upon them

His Signs.

(were) before them?

and impressions

82

some of them

travel

earn.

for any Messenger
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than them

for you

a need
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and will lose



  


  

(the) end

to you,

(of) Allah.
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81

and mightier

what

So when

that you may ride

Do they not

(in) strength

comes

the falsifiers.
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(the) Command

and that you may reach (are) benefits

and upon

(of the) Signs

in
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he brings
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We cause you to die,

 

before you.
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We have related

And whether



then to Us



Among them



We show you



they will be returned.

77

to you.





(of) what

We have promised them
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83. Then when came to
them their Messengers
with clear proofs, they
rejoiced
in
the
knowledge they had,
but
they
were
enveloped by what they
used to mock.

in what

[at it]

84. So when they saw
Our punishment, they
said, `We believe in
Allah Alone and we
disbelieve in that which
we used to associate
with Him.`

5.

among

what

they saw

So when

their faith







the Most Gracious,



(in) Arabic

from



a Quran





In the name





its Verses,





(are) in




(is) deafness,



`Our hearts





our ears



(are) working.` indeed, we



And they say,







and in



So work,

hear.



to it,

(is) a screen.

you call us



2





4



Ha Meem.

A Book,

most of them, but turn away and a warner; A giver of glad tidings



1



are detailed



84

His slaves.

of Allah,

A revelation

in Allah

(Such is the) Way

And are lost
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mock.

But did not

(of) Allah

there

they had

Alone

benefit them

which

of

83

in what and we disbelieve

the Most Gracious,



for a people



they saw

(has) indeed

the Most Merciful.



came to them Then when

and enveloped the knowledge,

when

the disbelievers.

the Most Merciful,



 
   
 




 







them
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their Messengers



we used (to)

preceded

85

A revelation from
the Most Gracious, the
Most Merciful,

And they say, `Our
hearts
are
within
coverings from that to
which you call us, and
in our ears is deafness,
and between us and
you is a screen. So
work, indeed, we (too)
are working.`

they used (to)

Our punishment.

1. Ha Meem.

4. A giver of glad tidings
and a warner; but most
of them turn away, so
they do not hear.

with clear proofs

associate.` with Him

In the name of Allah,
the Most Gracious, the
Most Merciful.

3. A Book whose Verses
have been detailed, a
Quran in Arabic, for a
people who know,



`We believe they said, Our punishment

85.
But their faith did
not benefit them when
Our
they
saw
punishment. (Such is)
the Way of Allah which
has preceded among
His slaves. And thus
the disbelievers are
lost.

2.

they rejoiced
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who know,

3



(do) not



from what

and between you



so they

coverings



and between us
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6. Say, `I am only a man
like you, it is revealed
to me that your god is
One God; so take a
Straight Path to Him,
and
ask
His
forgiveness.` And woe
to those who associate
others (with Him),
Those who do not
7.
give the zakah, and
they are disbelievers in
the Hereafter.
8. Indeed, those who
believe
and
do
righteous deeds, for
them is a never-ending
reward.
9. Say, `Do you indeed
disbelieve in the One
Who created the earth
in two periods and you
set up rivals
(in
worship) with Him?
That is the Lord of the
worlds.`
And He placed
10.
therein
firmly
set
mountains above its
(surface),
and
He
blessed
it
and
determined therein its
sustenance
in four
equal periods, for those
who ask.
Then He directed
11.
Himself towards the
heaven while it was
smoke and said to it
and to the earth, `Come
(into existence) both of
you
willingly
or
unwillingly.`They both
said,
`We
come
willingly.`
12. Then He completed
them as seven heavens
in two periods and
revealed in each heaven
its affair. And We
adorned the nearest
heaven with lamps
(stars) and to guard.
That is the Decree of
the All-Mighty,





to me




6





a man



One;











That

rivals?







firmly-set mountains



in



therein



its sustenance

therein
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and to the earth,
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never ending.
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its affair.
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for those who ask. equal,
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heavens



(of) the All-Mighty,
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Say,
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He directed (Himself)
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And He placed





and you set up



your god

the zakah,





with Him



believe those who Indeed,

in the One Who [surely] disbelieve `Do you indeed



5

and ask His forgiveness.`



and do

Say,



And woe





`Only



and they



is a reward for them righteous deeds,

I am





in the Hereafter



(is) God

to the polytheists,



they

 

like you,





(are) disbelievers.





so take a Straight Path

to Him

Those who





it is revealed
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willingly `Come both of you



Then He completed them



heaven



each



and (to) guard.



in

11

and He revealed



with lamps
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